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Erected between November 1915 and January 1926 according to the Sanborn Insurance Maps, 
the Clinton Depot and Freight Station served for both passenger travel and freight 
shipment on the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad. The structure consists of three sections 
the passenger depot, the enclosed freight station and the open platform. The carmon 
bond brick depot section follows the standard plan for a de];J9t in the South, with 
dual waiting roams and facilities for the segregated races adjoining the cammon 
ticket area. At the rear, southeast, of the passenger station is the enclosed 
freight section, built of brick similar to the depot.. Behind this is an open, but 
covered platform. The entire length of the structure is 327 feet, of which only the 
42 feet on the northwest constitutes the passenger section. There is no pull 
through or turn-around for the train; trains always backed into Clinton and pulled 
out frontward. Located on the outskirts of old downtown in the ,former warehouse 
area - of which little remains, the Depot has been vacant, except for various storage 
purposes for a number of years. The present oWners>pla:nJ~to.;convert~the depot to 
a sandwhich shop and speciality stores, cOnstruction, has IbegUn .. , , -

Sheltered under a low hip roof, the wide eaves of the carmon bond brick building are 
supported by large triangular brackets, providing protection to passengers. The 
passenger section, six-by-six bays, is two steps above street level, while the 
freight roams are three feet. A stuccoed water table runs along all four sides of 
the entire structure, unifying the two sections. Large six-over-six sash have 
cement lintels and sills; doors to the passenger section have large, square, six
pane transom. The handsome exterior of the passenger section, while neither ornate 
nor unusual, is an excellent survivor of the numerous similar depots built throughout 
the South during the first third of the 20th century. 

The dual sections of the interior, except for two differences - the arrangement of 
the side doors in the ticket/baggage section and an additional door from the southwest 

, waiting roam to the tracks (presumably for the added convenience of the white 
travelers) - are exactly alike. It consists of three roams - two waiting roams 
oriented northwest-to-southeast and a transverse ticket/baggage roam spanning the 
buildingBs width. Plastered walls have wainscots of beaded board sheathing, while 
s~ilar sheathing but with chamfered edges is on the ceiling - a s~ple, decorative 
molded cornice joins the two. Interior doors have transoms s~ilar to the exterior 
doors.. A molded surround frames all interior doors and windows" 

From the east corner of the transverse ticket/baggage roam, a short, recessed 
flight of steps rises to the large, 30 x 210 long freight section. In the center 
is an enclosed office. The southwest wall of the freight roam is composed entirely 
of sliding wooden doors, allowing easy access into the adjacent railroad cars. Piercing 
the opposite, northeast brick wall, is a series of six sliding doors, interspaced 
with pairs of six-over-six windows. It is here that trucks discharged or loaded goods. 
The bracketed eaves of the passenger area originally continued for the length of the 
northeast elevation of the freight DOOm; they were shortened and the brackets 
removed to accomodate taller trucks. The freight roam is floored'with paver bricks, 
which will be retained after the depot's conversion for cammerical purposes. At the 
northwest end of the freight roam is a set of floor scales - with Classical Revival 
columns supporting the mechanism - a very charming detail; a set of scales have been 
removed from the other end. The double railroad tracks, though seldomly used, stretch 
along the southwest side of the building. 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The Clinton Depot and Freight Station is an ~portant reminder of the t~e when the 
railroad was a major means of transportation in small town North Carolina. Built 
between 1915 and ~926, this handsome brick structure is representative of many similar 
stations. The Wi~ington and Weldon Railro~d did not arrive in Clinton until 1886 
when a spur line was built from Warsaw. Being only a spur line, the railroad never 
achieved the dominant position inClinton that it did in other small towns; Clinton 
still remained a trading center and county seat, oriented toward the central 
courthouse square. Nonetheless, the railroad had an ~portant ~pact on Clinton 
after its arrival. Regular train service stopped a number of years ago. The 
depot, vacant except for storage use for a long t~e, has recently been acquired 
with the intention of conversion into a deli and shops. 

CRITERIA ASSESSMENT 

A. The structure is integrally associated with the importance of the arrival of 
the railroad in Clinton, its resultant growth and the changes wrought by the 
decline of rail transportation. 

C. The handsome brick depot, built between 1915 and 1926, is a significant and 
representative example of the many similar depots built throughout the South 
in this period and the incorporation of all rail functions under one roof. 

'D. Although no. inves'tigation has been done, the' site is likely to yield archaeological 
information valuable to the study of early 20th century transportation. 



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The Clinton and Station dates from around the time of the First World 
War~, The depot handled both passenger and freight traffic on the WiLmington and 
Weldon Railroad into and out of the county seat and is the most important structure 
in the county relative to the railroadus heyday@ 

The railroad came to Sampson County fairly late. The Wibnington and Weldon passed 
close to Sampson County prior to the Civil War but did not actually enter the county 
until the 1880s. On April 1, 1887 railroad service came to Clinton, with the completion 
of a spur line from Warsaw. As a spur line the railroad into Clinton never achieved 
the volume of traffic attained by other cities. The railroad did little to change 
Sampson's long agricultural orientation. The railroad did, however, enable Sampson's 
farmers to better distribute their crops and better engage in cash farming. l 

Sanborn insurance maps show that Clinton possessed a platform depot by November 
of 1915. The present depot was constructed between that time and February of 
1926 when the next Sanborn maps were made. It is likely that the construction occurred 
during th~ First World War when increased traffic would have mandated a more modern 
facility. 

The depot has been vacant for sane time, with exceptions for storage. It has 
recently been purchased by Lindsay and Jean Peterson for conversion into shops. 

10scar M. Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of Sampson County, North Carolina (Winston
Salem: Hunter Publishing Company for the Sampson County Historical Society, 1983), 152-153. 

2Sanborn Insurance Maps, Clinton, North Carolina, November 1915, February 1926. 

Bizzell, Oscar M., ed. The Heritage of Sampson County, North Carolina. Winston
Salem: Hunter Publishing Company, 1983. 

ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY 0 «83 acre 
UTM REFERENCES 

The property to be naninated is parcels one and three, containing 0.83 acre, of a survey 
map dated 15 October 1980, this being described in the Sampson County Register of 
Deeds Office, Book 979, Page 767, and dated 13 August 1981. Copies of the survey map 
and deed are attached. 
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